[4], [1] , [7] , and [5] certain algebras of zero-order pseudodifferential operators were discussed which all were generated by closing the operator algebra Sί finitely generated from the elements /2 , where we close under the following operator topology: §ί, with j^+ and ^/ % as in (0.2) and (0.3) may be seen to be a subalgebra of £f (Q 8 ), the algebra of continuous operators $ s -> φ,, with the L 2 -Sobolev space $ s = {u: ueS", ||(1 -J) s/2 u\\ L 2 = ll^ll. < oo} of JB». This is true for every s e R, and therefore the elements of ύ also take the Frechet spacê oo continuously to itself. A locally convex topology on Sί is generated by all the operator norms ||A||, = sup {|| Au\\ 8 : \\u\\ s ^ 1}. In fact this is a Frechet topology, and it suffices to only take the norms \\A\\ k , keZ.
All this is discussed in details in [2] . We define SL to be the completion of St under that topology.
Similarly one may complete i as a subalgebra of any given fixed Jzf ($ 8 ) in the norm topology, to obtain a Banach algebra Sί s , which proves to be a C*-subalgebra of £f ($ s independent of s, and may be explicitly described as follows. For A e Sί oo c 5ί s the symbol σ Λ proves to be independent of s. In fact, for A e $(, the symbol coincides with the restriction to M of the continuous extension of the Pseudo-differential-operator symbol of A. The symbol σ A of A proves of fundamental importance for the normal solvability of an equation An -/, u, fe ^> ro , A e ?!«,: A necessary and sufficient condition for existence of a Green inverse of order 0 (that is a Fredholm inverse B such that ||JB]| S is defined for all s, and that 1-AB, 1-BA: £>_oo -> $«, are continuous and have finite rank) is that σ A Φ 0 on all of M.
All the above facts are discussed in [2] Moreover, it is shown there that $L coincides with an algebra introduced by M. Taylor [7] , p. 505, denoted by PS(0), as the class of all Ae% such that (1 -A) s A(l -A)~s -4eft, for all s. In the present paper we are going to attack the question of proving existence of operators in $L, having a given symbol σ AaeC(M) . For the C*-algebras 2ί s this question is easily answered: For every continuous function a e C(M) there always exist operators A 6 5ί s with σ A -A, because for the C*-algebra with compact commutator and with unit we get 9Ϊ S /$ S equal to C(M). One may expect that differentiability of α, in a manner to be specified, will guarantee existence also of an A 6 $L with σ A = α. Our first result will indeed make that point. Perhaps it is remarkable that no differentiability with respect to the ξ-variables is required at all. In fact at the entire portion a; I = oo of the 'symbol space' M no differentiability with respect to either x or ξ is required. On the other hand there are indica-tions that even the above differentiability requirement is much too strong for the assertion of Theorem 0. a A e δί 0 for all a. We shall see that 8t c Sl α<i c 8L. However, examples are easily given which show that not all operators in W ad are pseudo-differential operators in the sense of [3] , for example. Accordingly one will not expect the calculus of pseudo-differential operotors, like that in [3] , § 7, for example, to be valid in 8ί αd . Our second result is a 'Leibnitz formula' of the asymptotic kind, showing that part of that calculus can be saved. = 0(1) for all \a\ ^ k and all \β\^ N(k) .
Then we have the asymptotic expansions
for all AeSϋ ad and 6e^^\
In details, we have the order p N of the remainder
Similarly for the second expansion (0.9).
Here we say that an operator B: $" -> #" has order r if it induces a continuous map § 8 -> £> 8 _ r , for all seR. Theorem 0.2 will be discussed in § 2. We will begin our proofs in § 1 with showing that SΆ^ = PS(0) (Lemma 1.1), and then prove that σ %ad = C P (M), or rather, a slightly more general result (Theorem 1.4). In § 3 we will use the Leibnitz formulas of Theorem 0.2 for a proof of the inclusion 9ϊ αd cPS(0), which will establish Theorem 0.1. Most proofs are also discussed in [2] , in much broader details. 1* Taylor's algebra PS (0), and the algebras 9L, W ad . The fact that our algebra SSL is identical with Taylor's algebra PS(0) in [7] is a consequence of the lemma, below. 
For the proof of Lemma 1.2 we refer to Seeley [6] (or [2] ). This interpolation lemma shows in effect that the topology of SL is Frechet.
For A e Sί 0 satisfying ( (Observe that X m e Sί^, in that respect.) We write In the remainder of this section we shall be concerned with the group (0.6) of unitary operators, referred to as the translation group. In the introduction we have sketched the intended use for this group. is norm continuous for r eR n whenever A is a generator of 8l 0 . This also holds for the general A e Sϊ o > which is uniform limit of finitely generated elements. Also, the integrand in (1.11) is 0(1), in the norm || || 0 , which implies (i). We may take symbols under the integral sign, by (i) and because the projection Sί 0 -> Sί o /^o is continuous. Also, since we know the action of the automorphism A -> e~i Dr Ae ίDr on the generators of Sϊ o we can easily calculate the action on the symbols, using techniques involving the dual map, as in [4] . This will serve to confirm (1.12), and thus (ii). Now 
+ iί V^i
Jo where all operations may be seen to be legitimate. This proves (iv) and establishes Lemma 1. (1.14) , establishing the result for finite k.
Next let fc = co. Then we can make the above selection of A and A {a)f [a] <^ k for every fc-= 1, 2, •••. Let the corresponding operators be denoted by A k and A la)tkf for a moment, and note that
for all k, I such that the terms are defined. Specifically,
with a suitable function χ k e C™(R n ), 0 <; χ k ^ 1, and χ fc = 1 near 0. Introducing the notation F k+1 and G fc+1 for the compact operator at left and at right in (1.18), respectively, we find that 
3=0
With this notation we now will discuss the proof of Theorem 0.2. In that respect it is sufficient to establish the first formula (0.8), because the second formula follows by taking ad joints.
It is convenient to introduce a concept called Fourier kernel product (for details c.f. [2], IV, 4). For an operator Qe^(i, £_) let <S/" (R 2n ) denote the Fourier distribution kernel, defined as the distribution q such that
If P, Q have the kernels p and q, and if p = φ, q, with a function φ e C co (R 2n ) then we shall call P the kernel product of φ and Q. This relation shall be written as Proof. We note that explicitly
where the discussion of limit interchanges is postponed. In order to control the kernel product we write Here again we may use the exponential identity, and integrate by parts to arrive at expressions of the form (2.14)
The integrals (2.14) exist, as before, and supply operators Q(t) e 2ί 0 depending continuously on t, in the norm of Sϊ o . Hence the integrals I τ N dτQ(t) exist in norm convergence, and give operators in Jo Sί 0 again. Finally it will be necessary to justify the limit exchanges leading to (2.7) and (2.9). But this simply is a consequence of the fact that the integrals (2. Proof. We simply must observe that all the operators A { β +β+ζ))Kt occurring in (2.14) have symbols vanishing at M -W. Also, it already was found that all the integrals leading to the construction of Q N j converge in the sense of 8t 0 , so that symbols may be calculated by integrating the symbols. This implies the corollary. with the functions μ θ = (X 8 ) (θ) /X s . (3.1) is valid for large N only, depending on the choice of I. For a given s we choose I according to 21 > β, and then N^l large enough to insure (3.1) . Then it is observed that the entire right hand side of (3.1) is in $ 0 , by Corollary 2.4, because the symbol is calculated to be zero on all of M. In particular we notice that μ θ 6 J^*, θ Φ 0, thus μ θ (D) e Sί 0 , and that μ θ -0 as \ζ\ = oo, thus σ Uθ{D) = 0 on W. This proves Lemma 3.1.
